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Overwrappers/Shrinkwrappers/Banders Cam G60
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Product details

Category: Overwrappers/Shrinkwrappers/Banders

Machine: G60

Machine code: IT194

Manufacturer: Cam

Year of construction: 1999
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CAM automatic bundling wrapping machine G60 is a new concept machine, designed to carry out bundling
and complete wrapping of parallelepiped shaped products, at very high speed, using heat-sealable plastic film
and, upon request, Kraft paper.
It maintains ample flexibility of employment, guaranteeing high performance and reliability.
The completely automatic working cycle, requires the operator only for wrapping material reel change. This
operation is quicker thanks to the rapid film replacement device. The second reel shaft is supplied standard
with the machine.
Pre-arranged for easy and rapid change-over, this machine is extremely versatile.
All adjustment facilities have been arranged on the operator's side, while structural elements, which limit
accessibility to the product handling, have been eliminated.
The machine basement enables complete separation of product handling area from the mechanical driving
mechanism.
• all controls are achieved by means of mechanical positive movements.
• stop and start of infeed conveyor are controlled by incoming product.
• speed is adjusted in continuous way by a selector on control panel.
• dragging of wrapping material is carried out by means of a mechanical gripper which works on entire film
width.
• Stacking of products is mechanically achieved with counting of number of layers.
It can be installed in any packaging line and can be connected to any upstream machine by simple closing up.
This machine is equipped with "Picomat" PLC and visualisation display to identify causes for machine stop or
guards opened.
Speed per minute: max 60 strokes
Power Absorption: max 3,5 KW
Gross Weight: 1650 Kg.
Net Weight: 1.350 Kg.


